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INTRODUCTION
In linear alrebra and matrix theory the idea of a vector space 
is basic) recently the more general notion of a nodule over a ring 
has come into prominence* One particular type of module is a free 
module, i* e., vector spaces in the sense that they have a basis,
A generalization of the idea of a free module is that of a 
projective module which in turn has been a powerful tool for the 
study of linear algebras for modules which are not vector spaces.
The question then arises as to which projective modules are 
free. The question has been answered satisfactorily in a few 
elementary cases such as the case where the ring is a local ring.
In this case* Kapianaky [3] has shown that every projective module 
is free. The proof is reproduced in Chanter One, When the ring 
is more general, the question has remained unanswered. Swan [6] 
has done much work along this line In the case of a group ring 
where the ring is a DedeklnJ domain, îîe shows that a projective 
nodule in this case is the direct sum of s free module and a 
projective ideal in the group ring. The more interesting part of 
his paper Is contained in Chapter Two,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 0 ,
SINE PRELIflWARY RESULTS.
Let R L« a rin# wltii identity. Lot M be an abellsn additive 
rtroup* H is called a le^t R-modulo if for each element x of % and
each elenent r of R, there ia defined a product rx which Lelcn'"s to
M and satisfies the following axioms :
i) r(x + y) a rx + ry 
Î1) (r + s)x * rx + sx 
ill) r(sx) a (ra)x 
iv) Ix » X
where x and y are arbitrary elements of and r and 3 are 
arbitrary elements of R. The identity of the rlno is denoted by 1.
('0 may define rlrht R-monules In a symmetric manner* Ue will
use left R—modules throughout the paoer many times without 
desirnation. Any result which holds for left modules will also 
hold for ripht modules with very little change in nrtwf,
If M is a R-nodule. and .4 is a subgroup of M than ’! is a
P—submodule in case rn e N for all n « U and r c R, Let ■î be a
P.«mocïule and N a aubmodule of M. The difference or quotient module 
H/ÏÎ is the R-v.O'lule whose iroup is the family of cosats {rn +
m E M, with module composition defined by
r(m ♦ H) * rm + h,
1
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2
The addition is well-defined since II is a ?>submiodul® of
Let {M^} he a possibly infinite family of sjbmodulen of M, The 
sum Z of the family is the suLmodule whose elements are all 
possible finite sums of elements from the various
If we have a napoinp, from M into d we write f t  M -► M or
f
n '*■ N,
If M and N are ’’-modules, we say f is a homomornhiurn in case it ia 
a t̂ roup hoT.omnrpitism, i,a,,
f(x + v) * f(x) + f(y) for X and y in M.
vîe say that f is a R-honornorphism if In addition it satisfies 
f(rx) * rf(x) for all r e R and x c >■?,
Let f * H a- Jf and q t K -*■ Q be bonomorDhisms where M, h and 0
are R-modules. We define a,f î M -► Q by
of(x) « f(f(x)) for X € M,
If we have a diapran cf modules and homomorphisms
f.
2 3 'nI ^ dg -» . . .
and fjjfp.j • . . fj * * * » E'j then we say that the d iaprs-
is commutative,
f is said to be injective or a monomorphism if it in 1-1, 
surjoctive or an cpimorphlsm if it is onto, and bijectlve or an 
Isomorphism if it is 1-1 and onto.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
We further defiïiô!
Kar f (kernel of f)
Im f (image of f)
Coker f (eokernel of f) 
C0Î3U f (colmape of f)
A seruence of bomomorphistpe
is {x: f(x) « 0}, which 
is a submccul® of
is {f(x)j X c ^)* which 
is a submodule of h';
ia N/Tra f ; and
is M/Ker f.
1-1 Mj %i+: V . .
Is called exact if Ker a Im fi.j for each 1.
Guopose M* ia a submodule of •!, Then 
0 + M* + M + M/M' 0
ia exact, where 0 is the zero-module, H* -* M is the inclusion man 
and M ■*■ M/M' ia the canonical map defined by f(m) * m + M'.
Let us denote the set of all H-honomorphisms frcni M into N by 
( M, N). (M, N) Is a proup with addition defined by
(f + g)(m) » f(m) + g(m) 
for n g M and f, g e (M, K),
If f i M* M and g I # ^  N* are R-homomorphisms we have a 
homomorphism
(f, g) : Horn# (H, N) -r Homg (M', h*)
defined by
hom^ <f, g)(h) « phf.
We have the diagram
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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f
M* M
*h
RM * M
Let a e I where X is soæe index set, ba a farally of
rf-modtîles • Let
M * n (Cartesian product of the M^*s as sots),
M is a R-Tsodule if we define addition and multiplication (by 
elements of R) in co-ordinate-wise fashion, i,e«,
C O g , ]  t  C n ^ l  ®  ( , • • , W g , * * • )  +  ( «  • a ,  , a a )
*  ( • • ♦ , fRgj t  n ^ ,  a a a )
where g e Ng. We have co-ordinate projections
Pci : M -*■ Mq, a e I, and we see that each pg is an epinernhiwn. If
f I ii M
ie any hoiTiOïîîorohism, then {p^ f), a e I, is a family of 
homomorphlsBis Tadklnî» the diagrams
PaM + H*
ft yr pg f
IÎ
commutative.
Conversely, friven n family (fgj) such that ; N » there 
exists a unique f ; H + M making all triangle#
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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f
M Ma
f*
M
commutative diagrams, 1. c«.
f(x) * [f_(x)3 G M * 3 M .01 01 f»
A direct product of a e I, ia a module M together with
hor:<Hnorphisias ?a * M -*■ such that for each N the mapping 
Homg (%, M) + n Hom% (%,
*iiven by
f "* ( # # * $ Pg f * • # « )
is bijectiva.
Let U3 consider M * n as above. We also have a family of
o
injection maps {i@}, Ig t -+ Each i^ is clearly a monomorphism, 
If f f M + N is any homomorphism, (fia), a c I, is a family of 
homopiorphisma makin# the triangles
«a
commutative.
Conversely, riven a family {fa)i o e I, of homomorphisms
fa I - •/,
there exists & unique homonorphism f * H H making all trlan^le^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
0̂1 %fa
commutative dlagramc.
A direct sum of (Kg), « e I, 1.3 a modula ?J together with 
hcsnotiorphisms i -*■ M such that for each the markin'
Hon- ( 4, M) •*■ U Hooa * h)os
jjiven by
f ^ fla
isi bijective.
If we denote the product by ÏÏ M^ana the direct sum by $a a
then the definition may be abbreviated
Hom  ̂ (%, n Mg) « n Hon% (N , M^)
t'Om̂  { 9 U) a n  Hom^ K).
Assuma that M = $ and iJ * # Mg, a c I. Let us consider 
the dinrram
N
a
f
M ->■ M -►
+ 1. 1
The triangles are commutative for all Uonomorphians, f and p, by 
the remark above. Hence the diagram
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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fû.î ♦ W
"a
n u s t  W  c o w ff iu t i i î îv e .  W,& ,w w  î*av*« t>j t a *  anî<;j'4«tri\iü.3 tJuJt
gf R îioiitlt'/ hDr-Wv-rf riicrp 1»̂ | -» "*
If w# rt'T-fîU*3 arruT'v'rfit on
r t,] ■*• il <♦ ^
'a
w* üva that fg * Identity a x-* !.. ï H *■ v.« \:%vn t;Mt y li
ar* Îsor’.'nry.îlt;,
Let H* L# ttt*» eub^ojyle rf U con^î^tln? of all vector;u ®
1*^3 vach t iot Kg * 0 for ,11 ;rt,{t a finite nu*..''«*r of t-ie a*':.
rê 'intî
ia » 'a - "S'
!%(*) * (*g), X * ”«•
vhere Kg * -X If a » S «nd xp ® 0, otherwise* e mee tî>an tn-at 
is * ûXrect sum.
. 5rc*;'0‘îiTlon 3.1* îf ,M*.j "-’■ o-JuIa >, aa
r.-t.;ouai« ,M ia i *a;--'ornt'.i,c to a direct oun '•,* 'i, * . ., if 
anl only If thero exlnt 1^ I -»■ and t '= -♦ üucn %: ax
"  0  i f  *  f  & *  K  *  X  f n r  i  11  X .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2) £ ijjPg, » l,j; Z i*ng(x> » X for all x, where 1,,. !..
U
denote the Identity waps on f? and Mg,, respectively.
pr.OOFt Let M* be as in the remark above. Clearly there exist
{i^} and (p^} with the desired properties,
Suppose then, that (1) and (2) hold and consider tne 
homomorohimm
f S n +  M 
a
defined ty
fCrn*] » t *%(%«)# ”»o ®
n
If S î@(#a) ** then 0 e pg(E * *g for all g so
n ^*1 11n M -► M is a oonoQorphiam. Let ra " ri. Then E i p (ra) » m.
[?&(#)] c 2 and by (2), its iwape in A is E l^p^^Çm) » m. So
n «*1
3 Mg M is an isornorphiaîsu TIio remark shows that ia this case,
n=%
however,
n . nÎI M « $ ("»'• means "is isomorphic to"),0-1 051
Theorem 0.2, Let M » « , , . « Mp, Let be a
submodule of (i * 1, 2, . . ,, r) and let K « îîj + + , . , t Wp.
Then this suns is direct and M/i is a diroct sum of submodules 
lî-isonorphic to the difference mouules
PFOOFï That N « @ , . , # Ny is evident; i.e.,
nLom% (d, Q) •* n Ho3t»T3 (i: , is bijcctive for ail Q, (Consider
0=1
raps restricted to d).
Let f bo the canonical map
f  I H -♦ ' l /  î .
To show that f<h) = $ f(%a) it is sufficient to slmvi that there
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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exist Er»nl and [i@] with the properties in Th.ooren 0,1* 
Consider the diagram
ia^ M :*a
fi f+ ♦
f< y) f(%) ■'‘a
Each square Is commutative. 1*0*, f and fpQ, = h^f. '̂ a
claim and {h^} will have the pronortlas required.
1) ha^a(F(ma)) * H(,(raf(mg,)) = h*(Fia(m%))
” B » f(n^), and
hgr^(f(m^>) » f(0) * 0  if fi ?? a.
a-1 ®“ n 0=1
« f I iaPaCm) » f(r>).
a=*
Tt remains to show that f(Mi> * ^i/^i* Tliis follows sinco n «
hj implies that f restricted to has h'j[ aa kernel*
'fe call a modula P projective if riven a diagram ■
P
*e
M N ^  0
with the Wttom row exact, there exists t P + such that 
p 4 a r* in other words, the diagram
p
4 ♦f
n -*- ii ••>
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Is commutative.
A collection Cu^), i c I, of elements of a R-nodule M icî a sat 
of generators in case, for eech x e M
X * Z riui
where each rj e R and only finitely many rj*s ^ 0»
If for each element x of M, the for which
X « Z
1
are uniquely determined, then {u|̂ J is called a bane for M. A
module which admits a base is called free.
Theorem 0,3, Lot H be any ?.-nodule. There exists a free
R-module F with on eplrnorphism F +  %. If M lias n generators
(0 < n < •*) then F can l>« chosen with a base of n elements,
pRHOFî Let {uj}, i e I, he a system of generators of Let (vj),
1 e I, be a system of distinct elements similarly indexed. Let F
bo the set of all formal sums, I r^vi, where each v, g R and r-f » 0
i
for all but a finite number of the 1*3, Let us identify with 
t whore
» 1 and A.j.«0, 1 ^ j.
Then if we define addition and multiplication (by elements of P) of
the foitnal sums in the obvious manner we see that F is a free
R-moJule with {vj} as a base. Let
f  : P +  M
be defined by
f ( S r i V j )  "
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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f clearly ia a homomorphism and will do the job#
Let F be « free module with base {v^}* 1 c I, Let bo a 
R-module and let {uj.}, i e I» be a family of elements of ?!. There 
always exists a unique homomorphism f ; F M such that
f(vj) *
In fact, we define f by
f(r r£V£) a I riui#
Theorem 0,4# Let F be a free R-nodule, p t F *  M an 
R—homomorphism, and q | M -♦ N an epimcrphism of R-modulas* Then 
there exists an R-homoiaorphism <# » F “► H such that » p, i.e., the 
diagram
r
+p
u -*■ Q
is commutative.
PROOFS Let {u£>, i.e.* I, be a base for F# Tner» p(uj) c N for ench 
i# Since q is an enimorphism there exists an element e M such 
that q(v^) » p(u|). r is free so there exists a horriOTaorphism 
4» ; r M such that ^(uj) « Vj* Then 
%*(«&) « q(v%) *  r ( u j ) ,  
we have that qifr and p spree on a basis of F and hence on all 
elements of F.
Proposition 0,5. A direct b u m  M «  $  a ;  I, of '^-modules 
is R-projective if and only if each is P.-projectlve,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PROOF# Assura© M * N $ where M is p r o j e c t Consü©r the 
diagram
\  M ^
h* fi
A
A •*• P. -»> 0
whore the bottom row is exact, and and are the projection man 
and injection map, respectively. Now there exists a map
b 1^1 -► A
such that
*  fp%.
Then hiĝ  is the desired nap.
Assume each is projective. Then consider the diagram
X r, *“ •'
hi fi
« -*. 2 -+ a
with the bcttcwn row exact. It is clear then that E will do the 
job.
There ia a close connection between projective and free 
modules as illustrated by
T5ieoretn C.6, î̂ ct M be a R-modula. Then 1 is orojectlva if 
and only if M is a direct summand of a free K-module.
PROOF* Wa will first show that if M is projective then H is a 
direct summand of a free R-modula. I'y Tl^eorem 0.4 there exista a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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F-free modula F such that p i  F M is an enimorphlsm. Let K b®
Kar p, and consider the diagram
f p
(f t )  O +  K +  F - r M - ^ O
M 1» projective so there exists a map q ; M + F, such that pq » 1^. 
Let m e F and let
qp(m) * a
where a e q(M), Tlien
p(îti - a) « p(m) - pq(p(m)> * 0,
Therefore, m - a » b, wîiere b e K, or m = a + b. Define p(#) = b. 
Then
H j r  -* K#
To show that F * M # K, it will suffice, by Proposition 0,1, to show 
that
1) qp t fq a ip
2) pf » eq * 0.
We have that
(qp t fj,i)(a + b) » a + b.
To show that condition (2) Is satisfied, we note first that
of * 0, since (*) is exact* Let a e M; then pq(m) « gCa) » 0,
Thus pq ® 0,
To show that a direct summand of a free module is projective 
we recall that a free module is projective by Theorem 0,4. Then by 
Theorem 0,5, a direct summand of a projective module is projective. 
Let M to a left R*module and li be a ripht R-modula, As usual
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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wo ara astauTninp: that K has an Identity. Let P be an abelian pronn, 
written addltiveiy. A balanced map f of the Cartesian product M x H 
into P oasif?ns to each pair (m, n) in M x M an element f(m, n) in P, 
such that
fCfflj ♦ fOg, n) » f(rij, n) + fCmg, n),
f(m, Hj t n^) = f(m, n^) * f(m, n^),
and
f(m, rn) » f(mr, n),
whenever #2# ^ e M and r e R.
that f I M X iî a* P and p t '1 x N ■*• T are balanced maps 
into the additive abelian groupa P and T respectively. We say that
f can be factored thron^h T if there exists a homomorphism
fft j T -► P such that
f a
or, to be explicit,
f(m, n) « f n ) >  
for all (t?, n) in M x M. The diagram
?M % N -* T
f +f*\
r
is commutative.
Theorem 0.7, Let J? and N he right and left P-modules, 
respectively. There exists an abelian croup T end a balanced rap 
f t M X Î4 *♦ T such that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1) the elements f(m, n) generate the «roup T and, in 
fact, every ela^ont of T is a finite sum Z f(m^, n^), c M, e N,
2) Every balanced map of M x M into an arbitrary abelian 
croup P can be factored through T in a unique fashion,
T will be called the tensor product of and M, denoted H M,
PROOFs For the proof of the existence of the tensor product see, 
for example, Chirtis and Reiner C2j 12.13,
We will assume the following properties of the tensor product I 
Î) Associativity* (M M) 0% q * M (.f %  Q)
il) Commutativity* M ^  H * n ®p M; and
ill) Distributivitys ( # M;) H 2 ^ and
M (« Mj;) s f (M 0-, hf)
Theorem 0,U. Let f : M -► and ^ ; Ü + H* be
R-homomorphlGms, where M and M* are ripht R-modules and N and •",*
are loft R-modules. Then there exists a unique hor'-omorphlsm 
f ®  f * *1 ®  il -► M* ii*
such that
(f ®  p)(m ® n) » f(m) ®  <?(n),
PROOF* The map (m, n) -» f(m) ®  r(n) is balanced. The existence 
and uniqueness new fellow immediately from Theorem 0,7,
We will ba interested in exact sequences and when the 
exactness will be preserved under the operations. We find that 
tensorinq with a module will preserve exactness on the rinht. In 
peneral,
f ♦ f
Theorem 0,9. If M* H M” -*• 0 is «n exact sequence cf
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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right R-modules then* for every left R-module N,
f fsa^
K* N a ® N ‘ M" ® M 0
ia exact* We can interchange left and risht and the theorem will
still hold*
PROOF* (f @  l%)(f* 0 l,j) * (ff* g) l,p * 0 ®  lf| w 0, Therefore
we have Im (f* 0 Ijr) is contained in Ker (f @ 1,̂ ) and
(f ® l;j)(Im (f* ®  Iĵ )) * Û, Thus f 0  Iĵ induces a map
u t Coker (f* ® 1 )̂ -* 15" ® N*
with
Ker u » Ker (f 0  lg)/Im (f* 0  1^).
For exactness, it remains only to show that u Is an isomornhisTi,
We will clioM this by constructing the inverse v.
Given ra” ®  n, define v(m” 0 n) by choosing m e M such that 
f(m) = m", (this we may do by the exactness), and lettlna
v(m" ®  n) * coset of m ® n in Coker (f* @1), Gup’s>03e is a
second choice, i.e., « m". Then f"(m *• « 0 so m - tt-̂ is
in Ker f" « Im f* (by the exactness). Therefore m « m* t f*(m') 
for some m* e H* and
m ®  n *= (îî)| + f*(m*)) a  n = (mj n) -f (f*(m*> ©  n)
■ (fflj 0 n) + (f* ®  l)(m* 0 n).
fo we have
conet a 0  a » coset mj @  n 
relative to Im (f* 0 1^).
If f(m) * m" and f(iBj) » Wj" then f(m) f f(z;) * m" + m*".
Therefore, v((m" + m^") 0 n) s* cosat (m ♦ wtj) 0
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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» coset [(m a) + (îWj g» n)].
If f*(m) « «*♦ and a e R, then f(ma) = f(m)a « n"a, so v(m"a @ n) » 
coset (na n) « coaet cr» ®  an » v(m" ®  an). How vu(coset m % n) « 
v(f**(»a) ®  n) « coset m © n and uv(m" © n) « u(coset m © n) » 
f"(m ® n) « Ci” © n when f”(ro) » m". Thus v Is tha desired inverse. 
Theorem 0.15. Lot P. bc a rînn and N a left R-mo>iula, Then 
R ÎJ » ïl*
PROOF* The map (r# n) -*• rn is a balanced map of S © M into N, fnd 
so by Theorem 0,2 there exists a homcmiorpKism f : P H -*■ ?l such 
that f(r ® n) * m .  On tha other hand we may define a map 
c j M R N by
g(n) * 1 ® n, n in S,
Clearly ff? acta as the identity map on Hj furthermore,
Frf(r ®  n) «= y(rn) = l ® r n  * r 0  n,
so p.f acts as the identity map on R N, That f Is an
P»isomorphism of left P-nsodules is clear.
Corollary 0,11* Let I be « ri%ht ideal in a rln? R. Let î be 
a left ?.»module. Then
» P/I M,
PROOF* 0 I «► R, R/I -*• 0 is exact, By Theorem 0,3 then we have 
I M -► R M R/I 0^ M 0
is exict, have that R M * M, so
R/I M 5 N/Im (I ®p M).
Im (I M * {S r^m^; e l) ** IP, and this then Rives the
desired result.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Let H be any finite %roup. Then we can build a .jroup rinrr
from R, denoted RH, by considering all formal sums
E a t; where t? e H, a, e R,
We define operations on the formal sums by the rules
I + E “ S (a, + 0,,)r.
ecH ^ reH " >
and
( I af%)(Z (î.h) * 2 a.GkSh » Z y*t
p.eH reH neH "  ̂ tcH
where
?t * %
If A and B are HH-modales we define A B by A <ÿp. B as 
R-nodules with H-action defined by g(A @  B) » g) %i c H,
Let K be the field of quotients of R. Let A be a left 
R-module with set of generators {m^}, i in some inaex set,
(1 0  ia a cystem of generators for K ©- M and It is easy to 
verify that the system forms a basis for K M as a vector space 
over K, The E-rank for denoted rk M* is the dimension,
(K ̂  M t K), of K M as a vector space over K*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I*
MODULES OVER A LOCAL RING.
Ry a local rln^ w« mean a coirrautatlva ping in which the non­
units for® an Ideal» In this chapter we will give tha proof that 
a projective modulo over a local pin# is free» Kaplansky rives the 
original proof which we us® [3]* The result is well known in tha 
case that tha projectiva module is finitely generated [13* The 
proof in the general case requires a surprising result of Kapiansky 
which we now give.
Theorem 1.1» Let R be an arbitrary rin% with identity and  ̂
an R-modul® which Is a direct sum of countably generated R-modules» 
Then any direct summand of H Is a direct sum of countably generated 
R-modules»
PROOF I Let M where each Mj is countably «^oneratad»
Suppose K a P ® 0* To prove P is a direct sum of countably 
generated modules, we will express M as a union of a well-ordered 
sequence of submodules with the properties*
1) if Cl is a lirait ordinal, S » L/ ?a,
e<«
2) is countably generated,
3) each Sg Is the direct sum of « subset of tîie H^*s,
H) R* " P* # 0^. where P^ * P, * S ^ A  Q»
Assume that this has been don® and wo will see that this will 
suffice»
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We have then that is a direct summand of which ia a direct 
summand of M, So is a direct summand of M and,by the properties 
of the *’u*s* is a direct sumnand of Since, by Theorem 0*2,
is a countably generated module* It is clear that, if a is
a limit ordinal, Pg * U  Pg* Thus we haveS<a ^
P*+: * « ?*'.
where is countably «venerated, sines it is isomorphic to 
Now, $ ôe'* N A P S p and this is what we need.
In order to construct w« hava no trouble if a is a limit 
ordinal. Assume that Sg is at ïtand for some ordinal a* We will 
now procéda to construct an infinite matrix which we will use to 
define ^a+l* * M, wo have finished; hence, suppose '4*
Choose some Mj which is not contained in Let n «
1,2, • . ,, be a countable peneratinc set for Kj, This is the 
first row of our matrix. Split Xjj into its P- and Q-comnonents, 
Each of thesa new elements in the expression of M as a direct sum 
of the M^*s, has a non-zero entry in only a finite number of the 
#1*3, Take this finite collection of the M^*s and lat {xjn^ denote 
a countable set of ç/onerators for their union. This is the second 
row, Next rep-eat the process on Xjj that was anplied to Xj|, Tha 
result will be the tïiird rrm of the infinite matrix we are building’. 
Continue in this fashion, pursuiac; the elements alon? successive
dianonuls in the order, Xjj, #12* ^ai* ^12............%+l taken
to be the submodule |?eneratol by and all the Je see
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r«^îdîly that (1) through (4) are satisfied by
Theorem 1.2, A projective aio-iule over a local ring is free.
We will break the proof into two lemmas.
Lemma 1.3, Let R be any ring and ?S a countably generated 
R-nodule. Assume that any direct summand W of fî has the property 
that any element of ÎJ can be esibadded in a free (respectively, 
finitely generated) direct nummand of b’. Then M is free (reap., a 
direct SUP» of finitely generated modules),
PROPFt Write M « @ If T| or Oj is trivial we are done.
Assume then that this is not the case. Let Xj be a ponorator for 
Let xji and Y u  be Its F|- and 0|-components, respectively.
Then Xj| can be embedded in a free (finitely generated) direct 
summand Fj of j, Similarly, yj| can be embedded in C|, say. If 
P| or Oj has no free (finitely generated) direct summand, than It 
must b© free (finitely generated). If this is not the csr.a then
M e Pa $ Fl # bj $ di « ?2 @ Qa * ’Î2 
where P| « Pg ® Fj, Oi * Og ® and îfg is froo (finitely
renersted). Let xg be another generator for Let xgi* Y21» F2 
be its ?2, Oj, and Mg-components, respectively, We can embed x^j 
and Ygi in free (finitely generated) direct sumaands, Fg an<J Hg, of 
Pg and '̂ g, respectively. In tna case that Pg or Qg has no free 
(finitely peneratod) direct summand it is Itself free (finitely 
generated). We see that this process be continued and hence we
can embed all generators of M in a direct sum of free (finitely 
ron«rated)»ubsrtjOvdules, Tlius H is isomorphic to a direct rum of free
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(finitely renerate<i)modulés and hence is free.
Lemma 1.4# Let P be a projectIva module over a local rinjT.
Then any element of P can be embedded in a free direct summand of P,
PROOF* Write F * ? • 0# where F ia fra»# Lat x e P. Select a
n
basis {u<} of F such that x * E a,u, and n is the smallest numberA |a| * ^
of terms possible, None of the a^*a can bo a riyht linear 
combination of the remaining ones# For suppose » a^bi + • . • 
t i*' wo replace uj b - uj t i = 1* 2, , . ,, n-1,
and leave all other basis elements unchanged, wo c»ct a now basis 
for F, Thus,
X *> 3j(u| + + * . # t (ilpoI t
is a shorter expression for x, contradicting the choice of n.
Let U| ■ yj t be a decomposition of uj into P- and 
components, 1 » 1, 2, « • n. Than necessarily
(1) Z «i’/i «E i = 1, 2, . # #, n
since each is the P-comnonent of x. Write y . * j c.^u^ + t^ where 
tj is a linear combination of the basis elements other than u^, 
i * 1, 2, # , *, n. Combine this with (1) and equate coefficients 
of Uj|# Then
t ^2^2j| t . * # t ^ a^.
Now Cjj - 1 and Cjj, 1 f j, must be non-unitsj otherwise soma 
would ba a right linear combination of the others which wo have 
soen is imnossible. Pence the matrix (c^j) is non-singular; for it 
has units down the main diagonal and non-units elsewhere, and ovar 
a local ring this is sufficient to make it non-sînrular. To tea
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this, let (c^j) be a matrix over a local rinr with units down the 
main diagonal and non-units elsewhere. The determinant, )c^^(, of 
(c^j) is eiual to + Z n^# a unit in the local rin? and each 
n. a product of non-units, then t t must jbe a unit since the 
non-units form an ideal, and ï ia a non-unit. Thus
Vl* Vz* * * * baaIs for F when augmented by the u*s
other than Uj, Ug, • • u^. If we write R for the sulmodule
generated by the y.'s, wa have x e S C  p. Since S Is a free direct
summand of F, S is a free direct summand of P, To see this, we 
note first that we can write
H e S # P
where P is a subnodulo of hence, M is n submodule of F.
Consider the diagram
0 0 0
* 4 4
0 >► T< -*■ n ^ 0/Ps 0
+ 4 4
0 -► M «► F F/i 0
4 4 4
0 + S -*■ P -► P/S •w 0
♦ 4 4
0 0 0
where each row and column is exact. The exactness of the third
column follows by Theorem 0,2, Ualnm the properties of direct rsums
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we Bce th a t  th e re  is  a ntao from ?/S to  P, by mapping P/'-i to  T/'1 
f i r s t ,  and then mapping F/H  to  F . S im i la r ly ,  th e re  le  a map from  
P to  S , These maps c le a r ly  w i l l  s a t is f y  the  co n d itio n s  r e q u ir e Î ,
To prove Theorem 1 ,2  is  now an easy jo b . A p ro je c t iv e  module 
is  a d i r e c t  summand o f  s f r e e  module. A f re e  module can bo w r it te n  
as a d i r e c t  sum o f coun tab ly  generated modules; th e r e fo re , by 
Theorem 1 ,1  a p ro je c t iv e  module is  a d i r e c t  sum o f countaL ly  
venerated modules, each o f which is  n e c e s s a rily  p r o je c t iv e ,  Ty 
Lemma 1 ,4 ,  we can embed any elem ent o f a p ro je c t iv e  module ? in  a 
fre e  d ir e c t  summand o f  P, Now we ap p ly  Lemzia 1 ,3 ,  We now see th a t  
a p ro je c t iv e  module can then ha w r it te n  as a d i r e c t  sum o f fre e  
modules, which is  what was needeo.
We w i l l  re q u ire  one csore theorem fo r  la t e r  chapters  which 
would seem to  belonp in  th is  c h a p te r. The proof w i l l  le  om itted
but may b® found in  [2 ;  77 ] o r fS? 11 , We s ta te  the  theorem;
Theorem A, Let P ba a lo c a l  r in ^  and K i t s  f i e l d  o f q u o tie n ts .
Let H he any f i n i t e  j;;roup. I f  M and d a re  p ro je c t iv e  HH-modulos,
then M is  isomorphic to  ±î whenever K #  M is  isom orphic to  K @ W,
The theorem would re q u ire  p roo f c f  th e  n o n -s ln q u la r ity  o f th e  
”C artan" m a tr ix , C u r t is  and R ein er R ive a proof which re q u ire s  
co ns iderab le  background in  th e  th eo ry  o f croup c h ara c te rs  w h ile  
Swan uses th e  " A r t ln "  in d u c tio n  theorem cenera li& ed  to  
“ nroethend ieck" r in p n  to  prove ths  theorem , E ith e r  o f these nroofs  
would lead ua f a r  from th e  path we are  fo llo w in g .
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CHAPTER It,
î*OWLES OVER A DEDCKIWD RliKI,
We are concerned with Uoetherian domains (every ascendinr. chain 
of ideals terminates) with the property that every ideal is projec­
tive, Such rinns are called Dedekind rings. The usual definition 
states that R is a Dedekind domain if and only if it is a Noetherian 
domain with the property that each ideal I is invertible, i.e., that 
there exist , * ., In the field of quotients, K, of R
and Sj, « . ,* in I with qj_I contained in R and
r. qiai « 1, i » 1, 2, . , n.
Our next theorem establishes the equivalence of these definitions, 
Tîieorem 2,1» Let R be an integral domain, A non-zero ideal I 
of R is projective if and only if I is invertible.
Before we prove this we need the dual basis lemma.
Lemma 2,2, Let R be any rinr, and M a left R-moduls, M is 
projective if and only If there exists a family (xi), i s A, of 
elements of M and a family {ui>, i « A, of elements of
H* w Homĵ  (M, F)
such that
1) for X t H, u{̂ (x) ■ 0 for all but « finite number of 
the i's, and
l i )  f o r  X e K ,  X » I  U j^(x )x j ;«
25
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PROOF# If M 1r protective with generators {*^}, i c A* define F, a 
free module with base {X^}, where t ranges over the sst»© index set 
A* end further define
Tr I F -► H
by
t:(X^) « Xi,
extending by linearity* M is a direct suranand of F since It is 
projective; hence, it can be considered as a sulxrtodula of F* If
X e K, X » I and the a^'a are well-defined functions of x;
Indeed, the maps
Uj # M -► F
f̂ îven by
Ui<x) = a^, i c A
are ■^-homomcrphisras, i.e., Uj e !4&. : im t if x e then
*x * X = I a-X| » £ u^(x)x^.
Since M F, which is a direct sum of copies of P, we sea that the
condition that u^x is 0 for all but a finite number of the i*s is
satisfied,
Ccrri'-'PToly, plven the xj c ’4 and e 1*, i e A, we form the
free v-^dule F as above anJ define a map
* ; F "» M
via
v(X^) « xj
and extend by linearity* Clearly v is an enimorphiam. fe now 
define a map
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$ : r + F
such that
* *
M ^ F K
is the identity on M. This is done by setting, for
X = S ui(x)xi,
where e
*(x) * S u^(x)X%.
This is clearly a hmomorphism of F anl :̂Tt * Ijr* hence M is a direct 
sumraand of F and therefore projective, We note also thatixj} is a 
generating set for M.
PROOF of Theorem 2,1* Assume I is invertible and define
*i(x) = qj[x
for X e I and e K, li ^ G, the field of quotients oif R, Tnea
e Morar;̂ (I, R) » I*
and
E ^j(x)sj[ * E Oix̂ '-i ® X E « x
where e I. Then by tlie lemma, I is projective.
Assume now that I is projective and let{x£) and (ui) bo ai Ln 
the lemma. Then for each i e A we have
xui(y) * U£(xy) « yu|̂ (x) 
for x, y e I, Thus qj * u_j(x)/x for each x in I, x 3# 0, is an
element of the quotient field sucn that uĵ (y) » q^y for all y In I,
It follows that qjl e R. If x î* 0 then Uĵ (x) = q^x is zero for all
but a finite number of Indices, It than follows that all 
excepting a finite number are zero, since R is an inteqr?.I domain.
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Condition (2) of th« ie-nna
K » Ej ui(x)%i * Zi * <Si nixi)x
which says that E « 1, Thus I ia invertible,
Leimîîa 2.3# W t  I be an ideal of R# a Dedekiud ring, and M a
finitely gonerated ?-nodule such that lîî « M, Then there exista an
element a c I such that (1 - a).'î « 0,
PROOF* I is finitely generated. Let X£, i =* 1, 2, . . ., n, be a 
generating set for M. Since M « l:l we have relations cf the Form; 
Xj = Z VijX£, yij c I» where i « 1, 2, , , n,
or
where
(Gij - * 0
6 | j * 0  if 1 / i and 6.̂  ̂ * 1.
If A is the determinant ~ ^ijft ® iirguoent leaclng to
Cramer’s rule shows AXj * 0 for all j; that is. A’*’ » 0, A is of 
the form 1 - y where y e I.
If A is a submodule of d we canote by A j S the set
{r e R|rB C  A}.
Lemma 2#h, Let A bo a submodule of B where B is a finitely 
nenerateJ R-module# Let I be an arbitrary ideal of F. The 
following statements are equivalent*
1) A/IA -*■ 3/11 la an isomcrphisïrj,
2) A/IA B/I3 is an epinicrohistrt,
3) l(H/«.) a %/A.
4) I + AiB a R, that is, I is prime to Ash,
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PROOF; \l& show first that (2) i-nplies (3), From (2> wq see that
nny element of S is congruent mod (13) to an element of i**
TherePora, B * A + IB, This clearly Implies (3), 'ie now nhow that 
(3) implies (4). Fy Lem ma 2.3, there exists an a e I such that
(1 - a)R/A e 0,
that is.
C l -  a) e AîR,
Since a + (1 - a) w 1, I + A;B » R, Suppose that (4) holds. Then 
we have that
B a 13 + A, 
since clearly B 12 Ih + A, and
B = (I + A;.B)3 « IB + C Id + A.
Further,
IB A A « IA
since the quotient
( I S A  A)/IA
is annihilated by both I and AtÏÏ, hence by R, Now, by the
Fundamental Theorem of homomorpbisms we have
?/12 « (IB + A)/Id S A/(IB n A) » A/IA.
Ifemma 2.5, Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Let F
he an Ri.'-module which is a free F-nodulo, Then Rh y F is a P'i-rree 
nodule,
PROOF* As a R-modula, îïH x F is a direct sum
$ Rx(0 F
taken over all x c H, Let {a^> be a R-base for F, If x e (xe^}
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is easily seen to be a R-baae for F, since if
n
Z aixe * 0 whereotj c R 
1-, “1 ^
then
n
X S a;e . a 0
i«
and necessarily * . * * « « o, Mow we have that
{x ® xo } is a PJI-base for RH 0  F which implies that {1 0  is a
Pîl-base for PH ̂  F.
Theorem 2.5, W t  R be a coimmtativ® rin? with identity. Let 
A and F be FJi-modulas such that P is ^H-proiectIve and A is
proiective as a F-module. Then A 0  P Is a projective H’!-mcdule,
PROOF: If A is R-free and P is P.H-free, we are done by Lemma 2.5,
since P is isomorohic to a direct sum of copies cf RU. If A is
PH-free, choosfe a projective F.H-moduie P* such that P ® P* Is 
RH-free, Then (A @  V) 0 (A 0  P*) is free and A @  P is nrojective.
In the general case, let A* be a R-module such that A @ A* is 
R-free, Make A* into <% RH--fRodul« by having H act trivially on A*. 
Then (A ®  P) $(A* © P) » (A ® A*) ® P is projective. Therefore 
A 0  ? is projective as a direct sunmnd cf a projective module,
■}0 must dip.ress from the topic at hand to examine an extension 
of a Pe-iekind rinr. Let R be m Dodekind rlnp and P a proper ideal 
of P, We form R *• P, the complement of P in R when viewed as sets,
R • P is nultinlicattvely closed and contains no zero divisors, h'e 
define ths set of formal n u o t w!iorc a e R, c e R - P. We 
define addition and multiplication in a manner analogous to tiie 
procedure followed in defining the rational numbers. This procedure
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yields a rin#, denoted which we will call the rin% of quotients 
of R formed with respect to P. We see that ia a local rin;~, 
since it has only one naximal ideal RpP.
let 1 be an arbitrary local rlo% with maximal ideal bet
bj, bg, • • • be an Infinite sequence of elements cf R, and let 
b e R* We shall say the sequence [b^] converges to b* denoted 
bĵ  h as n o* or simply * b, in case ths following condition 
Is satisfied*
Given any integer s i 0, there exists an integer X such that 
b - bf, e for all n > K,
The operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication are 
"continuous" operations, as can bo readily verified*
Wo farther define a Cauchy sequence es a sequence with
the property that piven any s 2. 0 there exists an integer ff such
that e 17ĵ  whenever n > m > N*
We say a local rlny is comoleto if every Cauchy sequence
convorqos to a point in the local rinq. This Is analogous to the
property of beinq complete in the field of real numbers*
Let L be a local rinq, A local rinq "L Is called a completion 
of L in cape
1) A sequence of elements of L is a Cauchy sequence if
and only If it is a Cauchy sequence in TT,
2) iT is complete and
3) Every element of tT ia the limit of a sequence of
elements of L#
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It ia well known that every local rina has a completion [5]*
Lemma 2,7* Let ” be a Daüekin^ rlnq with prime ideal Lot
L be the completion of Ttp, anj ?  its maximal idoal. Than P/P = L/F, 
PROOF; We have the natural homomor^hlxm
L L/F.
This will induce a homomorphism on R rfhich will have
F  r\ R e r
as kernel,
i,'e will require tf«e well-known Chinese Remainder Theorem which 
wo here state without proof.
Theorem (Chinese Remainder) [7], A DedekinJ rin% t nossosses 
tna following property;
Given a finite number of ideals an! of elements of 
R, 1 a 1, 2, , . «, n, tne system of congruences x * x^(mod Pj) 
admits a solution x if and only if wo have xj[ s Xj (mod ?£ f ) 
for i K 3*
Theorem 2,d* Let R be a DeUaklnd rin^, K its ffeid of 
quotients and h a finite proup. Let :1 be a projective P;i-tno.iule 
such that K x h is KM-free and let I be any non-zero ideal in R,
Then there exists a free Rb-module F M ouch that
I t (r;M) » R,
PROOF; If I « R then any free Rif-wodule F CL M would suffice,
(There exists one Ly Tlisorera 0,3,) So wo may assume that I / P,
Let I * P b® a prime ideal. Let L ba the completion of ?p, the rlnp, 
of quotients. Let F  be the maximil ideal of L and TT the q u o t ie n t
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field of L. K C K, cla^riy. 'dy Lerma 2,7 R/P « L/F.
Let 'Î * L ?4, Theti
F  ?  : }( L M ® ~  ® ^
is K^-free, since K M is Ki!-frae* îy Theorem A tnsii
F «  L(g% q
is LM-frea, Therefore
%/r% S R/? <gĵ M S L/r M s L/P ̂  ?
îïi free over
CL/F) i « (R/F)h 
Uv sfolication of Lenn,q 2,L, with H the trivial rrour,
R ia a DeJekind. domcoln we can factor nn îae-ïl into
k
ida-ils in any L^edckind dona in. Let I » v{ ?. vrncre the P.'s nro
1»! *
distinct rrÎTiO ideals. Then for each i, 1 1 i < k, them exist
elen^ntn ^ji* * ., c d such tS’taC
M/P,M » $ (R /F , )h n i . .irï ^
because, ’-t/P̂ d beini (P/^^)H-frGe, It is a direct of copie a of
dote that 1] » P-rar.k of h e (% iK) sinca
K(2k % 2 K %/Pl db/wj ^
c
»K®., ( #
l.i d
2 * (1/Ff )hn.., 5 # Klin...,j = l  ̂̂ «-el
Thin then shows that q is indapenJent of the chcsan.
’V the rhineae ^emyindar Theortm we nan c!*coa<a a,, • • ,,
«jç c ^ such that
aj * 1 mod Pĵ , and
tti * 0 mod 5 / 1, 1 S 1, 1 < k,
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Let
+ * * • + X IC i 1 q
îîrtn
F = Fhxj + F':%2 + , . . + H: x^.
;:ow, r ia an RF-GuL-i>oault: oî' -* /fiiicia ia fh-frae .since any non- 
trîvl’l relmtinn 
Eaij-jX[ = 0; t^ijî & •% (r^} e n, 1 S i < f:, i < ' < <i 
woulc! continua to  i.old in  R F onU haaca* 
<K e  F:K)< q rJ iî l l  
which we will nhov; io « cent: ndictlon,
^ 7  co n s tru c tio n ,
r {p r,/T> = F/h
via
I i
9  (ife Fî'ar'1 - î )  -  ® F/P ro r i’ ..-ivx-Ün:’ T.-]al ^
Ln'î v-i 2,4 we have
P t  ( F ;  ̂) n ! •'
fo r  each P d lv lX in ^  I ,
Annu’.rd
t  (F;M) = F ,jn,i + (Ft*?) = R,
Thom
aj + Xj » 1 ani a2 + = 1,
where
Sj c 3g € nM'i b j ,  e
Then
’l’2 * + "a'-i ^ = i
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where
a%&2 G and ^ e (FtM),
Therefore we have
t f (F;M) * R.
Corollary 2,3, Let M be a projective finitely s-̂ enerateti 
RH-'module and I any ideal of P., a Dedekind rin^. Then there exif̂ .t.n 
a RH-free module containing M qucit th.̂ .t
' I f (M:F*) * R.
PRROr* Wo may nssune I f R, Let F be the free riciulo constructed 
in the theorem so that I + (Fi?0 * R, Then there exists a ̂  I ,-inH 
? c Fth such that @ + g = 1. Jow ^ / 0 and X » gM, since % 
necessarily is torsion-free, How 8M c.F and f e C’':F, Since 
a f f® If
I + (0M:D « R.
Ue will aqain dlrreas to nick up some terminology ind oronorties 
"hlch will facilitate matters, 3v a projective resolution o'' a 
R-mo'iule A we will mean an exact sequence
* , » Rp -r Pj -+ ?Q ■* A *► 0
with f-.- '?!; projective, Tn Chapter 0 we showed that e-:.cn oo-Juie 
is a r.'̂ fi'jom'rphlc of a R-frce (hence, orojective) module.
Consequently, olven A we can always construct a free (projective) 
resolution, '.'5e say that A Has p’̂ ojectlve dimension n in case;
1) Thera exists an exact sequence of the form
0 -»■ -*■ . , , Pj •*• R., A -► 3
where each P| is R-nrojective and
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2) There exista no sequence of this type with a smaller number 
of terms.
Conversely, let us note that If A is projective then the 
sequence
lA0 A -r A *► 0,
where Iĵ  is the Identity map is such a sequence; hence, A har? 
projective dimension 0, or PdA » 0*
Lemma 2,10. Let I be a left ideal in R such that
[HîllR + lîRH * F,
Then I is projective,
PROOF* Let ÎÎ « Fvh'/I» By the hypothesis we can find b t I*RH, 
a t ?  such that
[H :l]a + b w 1,
Uote that bH = 0, Define 0*M -*■ H  b y
0(x) « ax for x c M.
How we have that
X » Z a [H:l]mx » [H:l]ax t Lx » x,
reH ;%eH
We next show that M is a direct summand of RH ® H, Define 
f(r, x) a pO(%~*x), for ç c H and x e
Further, define
v(x) * Z <2 ®  f(p, x).
He have a map
f**RH ^  M *+■ M by f(o ® x) » x.
Consider the diagram
V f  *
M ■* RH ® M -*■ H.
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Now, if X fc M,
f*v{x) * f*<S S ® f(g. x))
« £ f(f», x) * £ * X.
Proposition 0,1, H la a direct sui?.rr,and of PH ® M, Therefore it 
ia sufficient to show that RH S ^ has projective dimension S 1, Let
be exact with A and P torsion free. Than
0 + RH ® A RK ® P -* RH ®  H 0
is exact, RH A and RH (gi ? are projective by Theorem 2,5 so RH ®  M 
has projective dimension 1, But,
0 + I + RH * M » 0
is a resolution of M so I is projective, since RH is protective 
over R,
Lemma 2,11, Let R be a Dedekind domain and K its field of 
quotients. Let M be a projective finitely generated RH-moduI« such 
that K ® M is KH-free and let I be a non-zero ideal in R, Then 
there exists a finite set of left ideals {H|) (I * 1, 2, , . ,, k) 
of RH, which are projectivo Rli-moflules, satisfying
I +■ w R for each 1
and such that
M a ®  i a 1, 2, , , ,, k,
PROOF; By Corollary 2,9 there exists a free PH-mcdula F*
containing H such that
[H;1]I ♦ M;F* * R.
W t  F’ be a direct sum of k copies of RH, and let
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0:F* -* HU
be the projection of F* onto the first summand. 0 maps M onto a 
left ideal of RH, If «F* c M for a s RH then ci?.lS < = - so that
M:F* C  HjSRH,
Therefore,
[H*1]I + fîjîHH * R,
so that
[KîllH + MjîRH » R, I + MjïRH = R.
Tîie first equation Implies that Mj la projective, by Lemma 2,10,
We may write the exact sequence
9
where W is ker 0, Since Mj is orojcctive,
M S Mj e H
and H is projective, Row we mmy repeat the argument on N* We now 
note that the process must cease since the R-rank of K is less than 
the F-rank c.f M,
Row we are in a position to prove the main result of Swan* 
Theorem 2,12, Let R be a DadeklnJ domain and its field of 
quotients. Let M be a projective finitely generated Rli-mcdule such 
that K ® M is KH-froe and let I be a non-zero ide^l in R. Then 
there exist a free RH-module F and a projective left ideal of F'H 
such that
R S r « and I t M^iRH * R,
PROOF* In view of the preceding lemma, it will suffice to show 
that if and ore projective ideals in P.H such that
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I + M j î R r f s R  1 * 1 , 2
then there exists a projective ideal M3 In F.JÎ such that 
I t MgiRH * R and Mj $ * RH $ Mj,
Let J * îîjîRH* By Lormna 2.11, there exists a finite number of 
ideals {Nj} of RÜ which are projective PSÎ-modules satisfyinr:
IJ ♦ * R
such that
M » « Nj, 
i
M is finitely generated so we can apply the Krull—Schmidt Theorem 
which says that if
n k
.1 * e M* » # iij>
i«j 1*1 ]
where and >f| are indecomposable (cannot be written as a direct 
sur.) then n * k and the decomooaition ia unique uo to order
Therefore, we have that there exists an ideal in RH such
that
IJ t K *sRH * R and 5 .•< ,2 2 2
Now
Mj $ S ® Mg,
and we can choose
n c M.jïRH, 0 c Mg* 
such that a + S * 1# because IJ < MjîRH.
Let {oj, Sg) be a HH-basis for a free module F defined by
F * RHej ® RH@g.
Then wo define
M * MjOj $ Mg*eg * Hj « Mg,
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and we have, after soma elementary computations, that
l(N/r) « H/F.
Thus H;F + I s R, by Lemma 2.4,
Set «J* » ®2* * • ®2» Then {e^*, ®g*) also a
free RH-base for F, since
ej « ©j* + gsj*
and
«2 * ®l* • 82*2*'
Since a e Mj, (because otRH C Hj), and s e Mg* we have that e^* e 0,
Hence
}i » RHOj* + ■'‘•3®2
where
«3 « {X e RH^xOg* e M),
Hj is clearly an Ideal in AH for which %% # ^2* * Î* * RH # I3.
Also,
MgtRH * N'îF
so
I t NlF - I t  KjîRH * R.
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OlAPTCR III.
WHCN IS K 0  M KH-FÎÎEE?
Thro#&hou% Chapter Two wa requlrat* that K x M be KH~fre^ in 
many of the theorems. The natural question to ask is "W!mn does 
this occur?” If K is the trivial j.;rouo then K O  M is Kî'-free, 
since it is a vector space.
Swan qives an eicpant theorem which does pive a less trivial 
condition*
Theorem. Let R be a Dadeklnd rinp of characteristic zero.
Let H ha a finite proun with order [Hïll. Assume no rational nrime 
dividing CHrll in a unit In R. Than if M is any finitely r.aneratei 
protective R'j-module* K (P M is KH-free,
The proof is omitted since, as in Theorem A, it would require 
a deep knowledge of proup characters.
Swan*a Theorem (2,12) shows that a protective RH-ncdula is not 
too far removed from beinq a free R.H-moiula, and in fact is of the 
form r $ where r is free and Mgy is a projective left ideal in
Rfî, Concerning ouch an ideal -̂'o, w@ know that for each orime id sal 
P in F, the module is free as h (R/P)l!~oodulQ. Furthermore,
we know K ©  Mq 3 KM, The Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem [2; 79*1] states 
that there are only a finite number of non-lsomorohic RK-modulos 
such that
41
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K ©  1 KH,
an4 thus there exist a finite number of protective left ideals 
of KH such that every projective RH-module is of the form F f 
for seme free module F and sop*e i.
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